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The Subject of Music
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Many musical works don’t have a
subject.



This book is about Beethoven’s
symphonies



But Beethoven’s symphonies are
not about anything in particular.
The music has no subject.

Library of Congress Subject Headings
(LCSH)
Section H 1916.3 of the Subject Headings Manual lists
eleven concepts found in cataloging music materials.

https://www.loc.gov/librarians/controlled-vocabularies/

Musical Concepts in LCSH


1) Musical form, genre, or type






Washington, George, 1732-1799—Songs and music.



Folk songs, Norwegian.



Psalms (Music)—23rd Psalm.



Folk music—Scotland.

11) Musical literature


6) Liturgical texts

Piano trios—Scores and parts.

10) Geography




Buddhist music.

9) Musical presentation or format


5) Language of a vocal text






Jazz.

8) Music of ethnic, national, or religious
groups


4) Music about a topic or person






Violin and piano music.
Christmas music.

7) Musical style


3) Music for occasions or events




Symphonies.

2) Medium of performance




Clarinet—History.

12) Intended audience


Operas—Juvenile.

Library of Congress Subject Headings
(LCSH)
Section H 1916.3 of the Subject Headings Manual lists
concepts found in cataloging music materials:



1) Musical form, genre, or type



7) Musical style



2) Medium of performance



8) Music of ethnic, national, or religious groups



3) Music for occasions or events



9) Musical presentation or format



4) Music about a topic or person



10) Geography



5) Language of a vocal text



11) Musical literature



6) Liturgical texts



12) Intended audience

LCSH was made to file cards
Sonatas (Violin and piano)—Scores and parts
Sonatas (Violin and piano)—Scores and parts
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827.
Sonatas
(Violin
and
and parts
[Sonatas,
violin,
piano,
no.
9, op.
47,piano)—Scores
A major]
Beethoven,
Ludwig
van,
1770-1827.
Sonatas
(ViolinA-Dur,
and piano)—Scores
and parts
`Sonate
für Klavier
und Violine,
Opus
47
[Sonatas,
violin,
piano,
no.
9,
op.
47,
A
major]
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827.
Sonata
no. 9 violin,
for violin
andno.
piano
Sonatas
(Violin
and47,
piano)—Scores
and parts
[Sonatas,
piano,
9, op.
A major]
Beethoven,
Ludwig
van, 1770-1827.
Sonata
IX per
violino
e pianoforte
[Sonatas,
violin,
piano,
no. 9, op. 47, A major]
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827.
Sonata for violin and piano, op. 47
[Sonatas, violin, piano, no. 9, op. 47, A major]
Kreutzer sonata, op. 47

The Structure of LCSH
Sonatas (Violin and piano)—Excerpts—Scores and parts
Sonatas (Violin and piano)--Excerpts
Barber, Samuel, 1910-1981.
Sonatas (Violin and piano), Arranged
[Works.
Selections]
Brahms, Johannes, 1833-1897.
Sonatas
(Violin and
appreciation
Music
for violin
and piano
[Sonatas,
clarinet,
op. piano)—Analysis,
120]
Prokofiev,
Sergey,piano,
1891-1953.
Sonaten
für Viola
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Sonatas
(Violin op.
and120
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[Chamber
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Rostal, Max
Sonata for solo violin
Beethoven, the sonatas for piano and violin : thoughts on
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827.
their interpretation
[Sonatas, violin, piano, no. 9, op. 47, A major]
Kreutzer sonata, op. 47

LCSH favors putting a lot of
information into a single heading
Sonatas (Violin and piano) -- Scores and parts

Alphabetical headings can be insufficient
Sonatas (Violin and piano)

Sonatas (Violin and piano)
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827.
Sonatas
(Violin
and
piano)
[Sonatas,
violin,
piano,
no.
9,
op.
47,
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827. A major]
Sonatas
(ViolinA-Dur,
and piano)
`Sonate
für Klavier
und Violine,
Opus
47
[Sonatas,
violin,
piano,
no.
9,
op.
47,
A
major]
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827.
(Violin
piano)
Sonata
no. 9 violin,
for Sonatas
violin
and
piano
[Sonatas,
piano,
9,and
op. 47,
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Beethoven,
Ludwig
van,no.
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Sonata
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e pianoforte
[Sonatas,
violin,
piano,
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Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827.
Sonata for violin and piano, op. 47
[Sonatas, violin, piano, no. 9, op. 47, A major]
Kreutzer sonata, op. 47

Rondos (Violin and piano)

Schubert, Franz, 1797-1828.
[Rondos, violin, piano, D. 895, B minor]
Rondo für Violine und Klavier, op. 70, H-moll
Leipzig : Breitkopf & Härtel, 1952.

Two new vocabularies


Library of Congress
Genre/Form Terms (LCGFT)
 Created



in 2007.

 Not

just for music, but many
musical terms added 20092015.

 Created

to catalog form or
genre, defined as “categories
of resources that share known
conventions”

Library of Congress Medium of
Performance Thesaurus (LCMPT)
 Developed

between 2009-2014

 Created

to catalog medium of
performance, defined as “the
voices, instruments, and other
entities needed to perform a
piece of music.”

 For

music and music only.

These new vocabularies can replace
LCSH
Is now

LCGFT is hierarchical


Every term exists in a certain place within the hierarchy



Many terms have broader or narrower terms



Unlike LCSH, the structure of LCGFT was built from the “top
down.”



Music
 Functional
 Event

music

music

 Christmas

music

LCGFT is hierarchical


Only the most specific term is needed


Music
 Sacred

music

 Hymns

Songs in the LCGFT hierarchy


Some works require more than one LCGFT term to fully
describe them



“Songs” can be used in conjunction with both “popular
music” and “art music”

Format terms in LCGFT


Format LCGFT terms refer to the intellectual content, not the
manifestation or carrier.
 Examples:

Scores, Parts (Music), Vocal Scores, Hymnals, Sound
Recordings



These terms refer to intellectual organization; terms about a
physical manifestation are not included.
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What is not a form or genre?


String quartets are not considered a genre
 Instead,



one would use Chamber music and LCMPT terms

Electronic music is not considered a genre
 “electronics”

is considered a medium of performance

…which leads us to medium of performance

LCMPT is hierarchical


Every term exists in a certain place within the hierarchy



Many terms have broader or narrower terms



All terms fall under one of the three broadest terms:
performer, ensemble, or visuals.


Performer


Instrument


Aerophone


Wind instrument


Woodwind instrument


Reed instrument


Single reed instrument


Clarinet

General and specific terms


LCMPT favors the use of specific terms when possible



This is different from LCSH

Number of performers


LCMPT allows one to list both the number of individual
performers and the number of ensembles.



1) Musical form, genre, or type






Piano trios—Scores and parts.

Washington, George, 1732-1799—Songs and music.  10) Geography
 Folk music—Scotland.
Folk songs, Norwegian.



Psalms (Music)—23rd Psalm.

11) Musical literature


6) Liturgical texts


Buddhist music.

9) Musical presentation or format


5) Language of a vocal text






Jazz.

8) Music of ethnic, national, or religious
groups


4) Music about a topic or person






Violin and piano music.
Christmas music.

7) Musical style


3) Music for occasions or events




Symphonies.

2) Medium of performance






Clarinet—History.

12) Intended audience


Operas—Juvenile.

Library of Congress Demographic
Group Terms (LCDGT)


The LCDGT are terms developed to describe groups of people



This is useful in describing creators and audiences of musical works.



This vocabulary is still very new, and not as developed as the others.

Library of Congress Demographic
Group Terms (LCDGT)


The LCDGT are terms developed to describe groups of people



This is useful in describing creators and audiences of musical works.



This vocabulary is still very new, and not as developed as the others.

Library of Congress Demographic
Group Terms (LCDGT)


The LCDGT are terms developed to describe groups of people



This is useful in describing creators and audiences of musical works.



This vocabulary is still very new, and not as developed as the others.

These vocabularies are growing


Every month, more terms are added to both the LCGFT and LCMPT



Terms are proposed by catalogers at the Library of Congress and
other institutions based on usage.

How do we search for these?


These are not meant to be browsed in an alphabetized list



These are meant to be used with faceted searching

How do we get from one
vocabulary to another?

Thank you!
Christopher Holden, chold@loc.gov

